INTRODUCING WA'S MOST UNIQUE

BUSINESS VALUATION SERVICE

THE GMO STORY
GMO, Perth’s largest business broking house was
founded in 1984 when Graham O’Hehir and Jim
Goodwin realised Perth would benefit from a specialist
Business Broking House to present businesses for sale
in a professional and comprehensive manner.

GMO VALUATION ADVICE & CONSULTANCY:
• Family Court disputes
• Partnership dissolutions and admissions

They assembled a team covering all the popular small
and medium sized business categories to offer a specialist
broker in each area of industry expertise.

• Licensing applications

Graham had a banking background, Jim - retail and
hospitality and most importantly, they had strong
accounting and economics experience.

• Accountancy and insolvency referrals

Success was immediate, resulting in the firm moving to
more substantial West Perth premises in 1991 to become
the largest Business Brokerage and Business Valuing
service in WA.
GMO has transacted thousands of small and medium sized
enterprises in a wide variety of industries, ranging in value
from micro businesses of $100,000 to larger businesses up
to $15 million dollars.

• Bank opinions

• Legal practitioner referrals
• Tenders and auctions
• Business migration appraisals
• Purchaser and vendor opinions
• BAR Appraisal and business improvement consultation

WELCOME
GMO's Managing Director - Graham
O’Hehir controls a team of 15 brokers
who sell or consult on more than 200
businesses each year in Western
Australia.
GMO has now sold businesses with a
collective value of more than $1billion.
The businesses sold by GMO cover a
diverse range of more than 50 niche
categories and vary from major
corporate transactions to small family
entities.

His technical and practical experience to
offer valuation services to the Small
Medium Enterprise business sector in
particular, has few peers.
Graham has driven the development of
a business sales evidence data base
within the hundreds of AIBB members
and firms.
He has access to the AIBB sales data as
well as GMO’s extensive records plus
data from Ibisworld, Company 360 and
Business Benchmarks.

Graham O’Hehir is active in valuations
for family court matters and has
appeared as an expert witness in this
area on many occasions.

Graham is a founding member of the
Business Valuer Network, an Australia
wide group of 17 business valuers.

He holds qualifications from the
University of Western Australia and
Edith Cowan University, is past chairman
of the Business Broking Chapter of the
Real Estate Institute of WA, is Deputy
Chair of the Australian Institute of
Business Brokers and lectures on the
subject of business valuation.

THANK YOU FOR TALKING TO GMO.
Please make the most of our expertise.

Graham O’Hehir
Managing Director
Phone: (08) 9481 4422
graham@buyabusiness.com.au

Visit our website to learn more
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www.buyabusiness.com.au

WHO SHOULD YOU CONTACT FOR A
BUSINESS VALUATION?
The decision to seek advice on the valuation of a business is not one you
should take lightly.
After years of dedication and hard work in building your business, you have a right to be cautious – and to be sure of getting
the very best advice.
Similarly, if you’re seeking assistance from the viewpoint of a purchaser regarding a possible acquisition, you need technically
sound advice that is in touch with the realities of today’s West Australian marketplace – and not just a textbook interpretation.
Whilst accountants, solicitors, migration agents, family court practitioners and bankers are acutely aware of the need to direct
clients wisely, they’re unlikely to have the time available to thoroughly research your business divestment or acquisition. As a
consequence they’re likely to advise you to seek the advice of a specialist such as GMO, WA’s most prominent Business
Brokerage – for a Valuation Report.
Without a background of valuing businesses, the task of coming up with a legitimate figure can be a major endeavour,
requiring far more than just an analysis of the previous year’s financial statements.
It requires an in-depth examination of several years trading, an understanding of the business conditions for the type of
business in that period, a judgement on the prospective position of the industry and an understanding of the economy and
how the business being valued will compete in the marketplace.
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HERE'S HOW YOU WILL PROFIT
FROM OUR EXPERIENCE
GMO is Western Australia’s largest business sales agency. GMO’s team
has sold and appraised over 4,000 small and medium sized enterprises
over the past two decades.
Throughout this time we have monitored the performance of Western Australia’s SME sector. We’ve assessed the factors
and influences that can affect the SME sector such as government policies, technology shock, global trends, locality trends
and market forces that can affect business values.
Over the years GMO has played a key role in assessing the demand for various types of businesses and in reporting details of
buyer activity and current prices being paid. We have been a source of market information for accountants and other
business consultants for 25 years.
As a result, Managing Director Graham O’Hehir is in a unique position of having access to a more extensive array of business
sales data than probably anyone else in Western Australia.
In addition to the SME market, GMO also transacts the sale of major privately owned businesses to public companies as well
as the extreme opposite, micro businesses.
There is no business brokerage firm in Western Australia and possibly Australia that has such a depth of material to
substantiate its assessments.
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THE BUSINESS VALUATION REPORT:
WHAT IT COVERS
A GMO Business Valuation Report is a comprehensive assessment
taking into account a broad range of aspects concerning a business
and based upon firm grounds of experience and evidence.
As a consequence GMO’s advice has frequently been called upon for legal and bank opinions and by accountants as well as
by both business vendors and buyers.
A GMO Business Valuation Report traditionally covers the following range of topics:
• An outline of the scope of Limitations & Assumptions

• An assessment of General Market Conditions

• The basis of the Valuation

• Risk Analysis

• An Overview

• Valuation Method

• An assessment of location and tenure

• Methodology Selected

• Assessment of plant and equipment and
infrastructure

• Current Market Evidence

• Financial and Annexure Adjustments

• Market Valuation
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GMO: Profit from
our experience.

1310 Hay Street, West Perth WA 6005
PO Box 282 West Perth WA 6872
Tel: (08) 9481 4422

Email: info@buyabusiness.com.au

www.buyabusiness.com.au

DISCLAIMER:This brochure is a generic guide only. Buyers of Individual
Businesses must seek specific legal , accounting, tax and licensing
advice. GMO endeavours to assist buyers but please note we act solely
as the Seller’s agent and do not represent the Buyer.

